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Attention Mr George Kondic 

As an ex-farmer and semi-retired builder I am of the old mould of land person and for
years have taken the various accidents, bumps and knocks in my stride, believing that my
body will heal itself somehow and let me get on with my work. But as I've got older the
body seems to take much longer to get over even the smallest hurt. 

Alternative Therapies have always fascinated me so when I was first told about Bioptron a
year ago I decided to investigate and soon became convinced that if it could assist and
regenerate the body and strengthen the immune system then it would certainly assist me.
So we bought not one but two lights - one for ourselves and one to loan to friends so that
they too could come to know its healing powers. 

Just recently I had the misfortune (and opportunity) to test the light to its limits. Working
on a building I jumped down from an upper level onto a 4-inch nail protruding out from a
piece of 4 x 2 timber. The nail went through my sandshoe and penetrated some 3 to 4
centimetres sideways into the arch of my left foot. It was late afternoon so with a very
painful and bleeding foot, I left for home immediately. 

On reaching home some 15 minutes later my first thoughts were to bathe the wound in
very hot water and then put it up so that it wouldn't throb so painfully and then decide
what to do next. My wife said to me "Why don't you use the light?" 

I realized that I had completely overlooked using the light on myself but after a quick Oxy-
Spray, I began using the little light. After only a few minutes the pain had abated by at
least 75-80% so I continued on for another 4 minutes and then retired to bed where I
slept all night. 

Next morning I got up as per normal and carried out my usual chores before heading off
for work. As I walked to the car my wife said "How is your foot?" and I was stunned to
realize I had no pain, no discomfort walking and in fact had completely forgotten about
yesterday's accident. 

Thank God for a non rusty nail and Fern & David for introducing us to Bioptron. 

Graeme Inger 
Warkworth 

Puncture wound by a 4-inch nail


